Social pressures of the Youth physically disabled and the role of social work to alleviating them
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Summary

First: THE STUDY PROBLEM

The human capital is considered as the motive power for the society and the main core that promote the society to be like the developed countries.

The human wealth is the basic of nation and its shield. It is the natural power that protects the nation. Also it is the active and effective element which keeps the society and its existence. The individual is the active mind in searching, knowledge, novelty and innovation.

The issue of disabled in any society is considered important issue that may be contribute in one way or another in block the society progress and development so U.S puts the disabled problem in the list of the great social issues which the world should face it by analysis, understanding, governmental and public awareness and scientific and technical assistances.

The disabled are considered is the most category of society that needs efforts of social work profession and aim to enable the disabled individual to adapt with the complex social environment and work on the preparation the suitable conditions to get benefit from the care means that are presented to him. Therefore it sees the disabled category as they need assistance to enable society to get benefit from their possibilities and abilities in development process. Of course, this will happen only through presenting the different social care services to make them positive category to achieve economic return that is fit to the spent volume on them addition to necessity for caring them from the humanitarian side in any society from societies.
The acceptance extent of society for the disabled is considered one of the most standards for urbanization and humanitarian in handle with human.

The core of this idea is that man rights become known and stable in the principles of constitutions in the most countries and as the result for that the countries were looking forward to authorization these rights and stability them in people mind. To setup deal with all people on base of love, mercy and respect not on base of rejection or in the best cases kindness.

Social work sees developments and changes in the field of disability through the last decades whether it is from qualification institutions or through social care programs. Issue that require nonstop search about means of human adaptation generally and disabled adaptation specially through the given professional processes which social work contribute to increase the performance of disabled individual and increase his confidence with himself and his share in development his society that he is one of this society.

From the past display, it emphasize on the importance of the positive role for the Social work and its work on the disability field although the difference of kinds and society advancement through combining this human power to achieve the development and reduce the pressures that they face in their life that we will discuss in this research study.

The study problem represented in the following:
Realize the social pressures that physically disabled youth face and the role of the social work to reduce their intensity.
Second: STUDY CONCEPTS

1. Pressures concept
2. Disability concept
3. Disabled concept
4. Physical disability concept

Third: STUDY GOALS

1. Realize the nature of social pressures that physically disabled youth face.
   - Realize the pressures that are related to the relationship of physically disabled youth with his family.
   - Realize the pressures that are related to the relationship of physically disabled youth with his mates.
   - Realize the pressures that are related to nature of work for physically disabled youth.
2. Find out the suggested role for social work to reduce the social pressures physically disabled youth.

Fourth: STUDY QUESTIONS

Main question:

1. What is the nature of social pressures which physically disabled youth face?

Sub-question:

- What are the pressures that are related to the relationship of physically disabled youth with his family?
- What are the pressures that are related to the relationship of physically disabled youth with his mates?
- What are the pressures that are related to nature of work for physically disabled youth?
Fifth: Systematic Procedures for Study

1. Study type:
This study is belonged to the style of the descriptive studies which aim to describe and analyze the social pressures for the physically disabled youth and find out determinants for professional intervention to reduce the intensity of the social pressures on them.

2. Used curriculum
The researcher used in this study the quantitative and qualitative curriculum by using social survey with complete census method for all disabled students in Fayoum University.

3. Study tools
In this study, the research depended on standard to determine the social pressures for physically disabled youth (research preparation)

4. Study fields
   - Human field:
     Human field is represented in the physically disabled youth in Fayoum University during the study and through complete census for all the physically disabled youth in Fayoum University and their number (96) in different faculties.
     - Place field
       Place field of study is represented in Fayoum University.
     - Time field
       Time field is represented in the period of collecting data.

Sixth: General results of Study
The study gets results as below:

1. The physically disabled youth suffer from the high rate of social pressures that are related to relationship with family and represented in criticism of family members and always feeling with disability and need encouragement to overcome the disability.
2. The physically disabled youth suffer from the high rate of social pressures that are related to mates and represented in his feeling with pathetic look, his superficial relationship with his mates and his always disability that prevent him from participating in collective activities and games.

3. The physically disabled youth suffer from the high rate of social pressures that are related to worry about future and represented in the few job opportunities for disabled, nature of work and society disability to deal and understand the nature of disabled.